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A discrete, deterministic, mathematical model is developed for the 
neutral bulk base region of graded base devices which accounts for both 
the effects of recombination and the built-in electric field in the 
bulk base region at low, intermediate, and moderate current/injection 
levels. This model is applied to a study of neutron radiation effects 
in double diffused silicon transistors. Exact expressions are 
developed for the injected emitter, base and collector currents, the 
i i 
base recombination term, and the ratio of base current increase to 
collector current decrease as functions of device geometry, impurity 
profile, and neutron fluence. Neutron-induced current gain degradation 
is demonstrated to be dominated at low and intermediate current/injection 
levels by a neutron-induced increase in space-charge region recombination 
(reduction in emitter efficiency), and at moderate and high current/ 
injection levels by a neutron-induced increase in neutral base region 
recombination (reduction in base recombination term). A method of 
accurately predicting device current-voltage characteristics from low to 
moderate current/injection levels (including "bendaway .. ) is presented. 
Damage coefficients for the neutron-induced collector current decrease 
and for the neutron-induced bulk base recombination current increase 
are computed. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
A. Background 
Some of the first studiesl-S of the observed degradation of tran-
sistor d-e current gain after exposure to neutron radiation attributed 
the degradation solely to a neutron-induced increase in minority carrier 
recombination in the electrically active bulk base region (reduction of 
the base recombination term). The 11 Classical 11 expression for the ideal 
emitter efficiency involving only the ratios of·the emitter and base 
sheet resistances was examined and was concluded to be relatively 
fluence independent. Collector multiplication and collector efficiency 
were either considered in device bias configuration where they could be 
safely ignored or were assumed to be fluence independent and were 
assigned values of unity. Thus, the theoretical common-base current 
gain expression reflected only a neutron fluence dependent base recom-
bination term and as such was incapable of completely predicting all 
the experimental observations. 
Subsequent investigations6- 8 determined and verified the existence 
of neutron-induced recombination in the emitter-base space-charge region 
which was responsible for current gain degradation through reduction of 
the emitter efficiency. Current gain degradation was therefore con-
cluded to be caused by two simultaneously existing mechanisms: 
1) reduction of the base recombination term by neutron-induced recom-
bination in the bulk base region; and 2) reduction of the emitter 
efficiency by neutron-induced recombination in the emitter base space-
charge region. An empirical expression was determined for the 
neutron fluence dependence of the emitter efficiency6-8. A 
1 
simplified, theoretical expression was developed for the neutron fluence 
dependence of the base recombination term8. Thus the theoretical 
common-base current gain expression was modified to include a strong 
fluence dependent emitter efficiency term and a fluence dependent base 
recombination term. This was shown to exhibit good agreement with 
experimental results at low and intermedicate current/injection levels8 . 
In more recent work9, it was postulated that the relative signifi-
cance of the two gain degradation mechanisms was a function of current/ 
injection level, i.e., a function of the device operating bias at 
which the current gain was determined. At low and intermediate current/ 
injection levels, current gain degradation was assumed to be primarily 
controlled by neutron-induced reduction of the emitter efficiency and 
at moderate and high current/injection levels by neutron-induced 
reduction of the base recombination term. Both mechanisms were 
concluded to be present after neutron irradiation and to exist through-
out the full range of device operation with one or the other dominating 
current gain degradation depending strictly on the device operating 
current/injection level. A rather complex mathematical-graphical 
analysis technique for theoretically predicting the extent of bulk base 
region recombination at high current/injection levels with neutron 
fluence was developed9. Experimental application of this technique 
qualitatively confirmed the assumed dominance of current gain degrada-
tion at moderate and high current/injection levels by a reduction of 
the base recombination term caused by neutron-induced bulk base region 
recombination. However, precise predictions of the bulk base region 
recombination current could not be made because of the dependence of 
the technique on less accurate graphical analysis methods. 
2 
B. Purpose of This Study 
The purpose of the study reported in this paper is the development 
of a reliable, accurate method, easily applicable to a wide variety of 
devices which will predict the extent of steady-state bulk base region 
recombination as a function of neutron fluence. This method must be 
equally capable of describing uniform base devices as well as graded 
base devices with a minimum of required input information. It has to 
be accurate over a large range of neutron fluences and current/ 
injection levels. Minority carrier transport across the bulk base 
region and, hence, base region electrical parameters should be directly 
available with a minimum of computation without resorting to extensive 
computer-aided data analysis and fitting techniques. 
c. Resolution of Base Current Components and Current/Injection Levels 
In non-irradiated transistors, the base current is comprised of 
several current components, each arising from minority carrier recom-
bination in different physical locations of the device. These current 
components (components 1-5), their origin, and their voltage dependence 
are tabulated in Figure I-1. 
In neutron irradiated transistors, an additional base current 
component is created and one of the existing base current components is 
increased6-9. The additional current component results from neutron-
induced recombination in the bulk emitter-base space-charge region and 
has a voltage dependence of exp[qVBE/nkT] where n is approximately 
equal to 1.5 at 300°K. It is distinct from the emitter-base surface-
perimeter component since it is of bulk origin and from the normal 
emitter base space-charge region component because of its different 
voltage dependence. 
3 
An increase in the magnitude of the bulk base component results 
from a neutron-induced increase in bulk base region recombination (the 
voltage dependence remains unchanged). This does not constitute another 
additional base current component but is only a fluence dependent 
increase of an existing one. Since fast neutron radiation is respon-
sible primarily for the creation of bulk damage, the remaining current 
components that are of surface origin,are relatively neutron fluence 
independent. 
Since current is directly dependent on device geometry, i.e., on 
emitter area, it is more correct to compare the operation of various 
devices in terms of the extent of minority carrier injection or 
injection ratio. Current levels or injection levels for non-irridiated 
and neutron irradiated transistors are defined as follows and are 
illustrated for a typical test device in Figure I-2. 
Low current/injection levels may be described as that range of 
normal operation at low emitter-base bias voltages where the base 
current is composed of the normal emitter-base space-charge region 
component (in the absence of surface channel components). In the case 
of an irradiated device, the neutron-induced emitter-base space-charge 
region component dominates at high fluences. At these levels, the 
device generally remains inactive (common-emitter current gain~ 1). 
Intermediate current/injection levels are taken to be that range 
of operation where the base current is primarily composed of the emitter-
base surface-perimeter component and (for irradiated devices) of the 
neutron-induced emitter-base space-charge region component. The device 
is generally active at these levels and is normally not affected by 
4 
5 
COMPONENT ORIGIN VOLTAGE DEPENDENCE 
l)Bulk Base Recombination in bulk exp (qVBE/kT} 
Component10 base region 60 mV/decade 
2)Surface-perimeter Recombination where exp (qVBE/ikT) 
component11 , 12 emitter-base junction 
intersects the surface i "' 1. 5 
90 vM/decade 
3)Normal emitter- Recombination in exp(qVBE/jkT} 
base space- emitter-base space- j = 2.0 (for defects 
charge component13 charge region in center of the band gap) 
120 mV/decade 
4)Surface channel Recombination at exp{qVBE/mkT) 
components14 surface due to 
channels ~ ?~-~4~ ~V~~~c~~l icon 
5)Back injection Recombination in exp(qVBE/kT) 
component10 emitter of injected 
carriers from the base 60 mV/decade 
6)Neutron-induced Recombination in exp(qVBE/nkT) 
emitter-base emitter-base space-
space-charge charge region n"' 1.5 
. 6-8 
reg1on component 90 vM/decade 
Figure I-1. The various base current components, their origin, 







































0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0 
VBE (volts) 
Figure I-2. Current-injection levels for 
a typical transistor (2N914). 
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11 bendaway 118 (deviation of the current-voltage characteristics from 
their exponential dependence on voltage). At high neutron fluences the 
neutron-induced space-charge base current component dominates the base 
current at these levels and can cause significant 11 bendaway 11 to appear. 
At moderate current/injection levels, the base current is dominated 
by the bulk base recombination current. In the case of irradiated 
devices, the neutron-induced emitter-base space-charge recombination 
current becomes increasingly more significant at high fluences. These 
levels are nonnally in the 11 bendaway 11 region and are always below the 
onset of conductivity modulation of the base. 
High current/injection levels are reached when back injection and 
conductivity modulation effects become appreciable. This occurs when 
the injected minority carrier concentration becomes comparable to the 
normally 11 fi xed 11 majority carrier concentration in the base which is 
usually in the 11 bendaway 11 region. The base current at these levels is 
entirely comprised of the bulk base recombination current component 
and the back injection component for both non-irradiated and irradiated 
devices, with the back injection component eventually dominating at 
very high current/injection levels. 
It should be noted here that conductivity modulation and 11 bend-
away11 are independent phenomena and can occur one before the other, 
together, or separately. The current/injection level at which 
conductivity modulation becomes appreciable is primarily a function of 
the magnitude of the majority carrier concentration in the base region 
(doping profile). The current/injection level at which 11 bendaway 11 
occurs depends on 11 emission crowding .. which is a function mostly of 
7 
device geometry. Since device geometry and doping concentrations are 
generally independent, conductivity modulation and "bendaway" are 
independent. 
8 
II. THEORETICAL DEVELOPMENT 
A. Neutron-Induced Emitter-Base Space-Charge Region Recombination 
The neutron-induced emitter-base space-charge region recombination 
current component, In, has been found to follow the empirical 




Kv = the rate of volume damage introduction (amperes-cm-3; 
neutron-cm- 2), 
Ae =the emitter area (cm2), 
xm = the emitter-base depletion layer width (em), 
~ =the base neutron fluence (neutrons/cm2)(E>l0 keV, fission 
source), 
v8E =the emitter-base bias voltage (volts), 
q =electronic charge (C), 
n =the reciprocal slope term~ 1 .5(at 300°K) 17 , 
k = Boltzmann•s constant (eV/°K), 
T = temperature (°K). 
The rate of volume damage introduction, Kv, as used here is not 
a constant as thought previously6- 9 •15- 17 but is a function of both 
junction electric field strength present during irradiation and of 
16 neutron fluence . The depletion layer width, xm, is an increasing 
function of neutron fluence for a given emitter-base bias 16 . The 
reciprocal slope term, n, is a function of temperature, built-in 
junction potential, applied emitter-base bias, neutron-induced defect 
parameters, and neutron fluence 17 . This base current component is 
responsible for neutron-induced reduction of the emitter efficiency 
term6-9,15-17. 
B. Mathematical Model for the Neutron Dependence of Bulk Base Region 
Recombination 
1. The One Dimensional Steady-State Continuity Equation 
The magnitude of the increase of the bulk base current component 
caused by neutron-induced bulk base region recombination cannot be 
measured readily and an empirical expression describing the behavior 
cannot be determined. Therefore, theoretical means for predicting the 
extent of neutron-induced bulk base region recombination had to be 
sought in an effort to explain the experimentally observed current gain 
degradation at moderate and high current/injection levels. 
The effects of recombination in the bulk base region on various 
device parameters can be determined once the injected excess minority 
carrier concentration as a function of position in the base region is 
known. 
The d-e excess minority carrier concentration variation, n(x), 
across the active base width, W(base edge of emitter-base space-charge 
region to base edge of collector-base space-charge region), can be 
obtai ned from a solution of the steady-state continuity equation. This 
equation in one dimension for an n-p-n device with an arbitrary 
impurity profile in the base region, NA (x), is 
10 
1 dJn(x) n(x) - npo < < (2-2) 
-. 
-rn(x) = 0, 0 - X - w, dx q 
11 
where, 
Jn(x) = qDn(x)d~~x) + q~n(x)E(x)n(x) (2-3) 
= current density in the base region (amperes/cm2), 
E(x) kT = ---::-:-.....--...-qNA (x) . (2-4) 
= built-in electric strength as a function of position in the 
base region (volts/em), 
q =electronic charge (C), 
k = Boltzmann•s constant (eV/°K), 
T = temperature (°K), 
x =a length coordinate (em), 
'n(x) = minority carrier (electron) 1 i fetime as a function of 
position in the base region (s) ' 
~n(x) = minority carrier (electron) mobility as a function of 
position in the base region (cm2 /volt-s), 
Dn(x) = minority carrier (electron) diffusion constant as a 
function of position in the base region (cm2/s). 
In order to obtain a practical and flexible solution of equation (2-2), 
suitable for analysis, a closed form solution is sought. A closed form 
solution becomes possible provided simplifying assumptions are made. 
These assumptions and their validity are discussed below. 
2. Assumptions and Boundary Conditions 
1) Only low, intermediate, and moderate current/injection 
levels are considered (i.e., no conductivity modulation): 
n << n(x) < NA(x). po (2-5) 
12 
The impurity profile in the base region will not be severely altered at 
these levels, and the electrical parameters which depend on the exact 
shape of the profile such as E(x), •n(x), Dn(x), and ~n(x) can be 
assumed independent of current/injection level. 
2) No appreciable shifting of the collector junction is 
considered to exist at the current/injection levels of interest. 
The active base width will be assumed to be invariant at the current/ 
injection levels of interest. The base side of the collector-base 
space-charge region is considered to act as a perfect sink so that the 
excess minority carrier concentration at x = W can be considered to be, 
n(W) "' 0 (2-6) 
3) Since the values of certain device parameters are dependent 
on the magnitude of the impurity profile and hence are functions of 
position in the base region, average values are used to eliminate the 
distance dependence: 
'n = [1/W] J~ 'n (x) dx, (2-7) 







4) The recombination rate at the fluences of interest is 
assumed to be small enough as to cause only an insignificant drop in the 
quasi Fermi levels through the emitter-base space-charge region. The 
injected minority carrier density at the base side of the emitter-base 
space-charge region will therefore remain proportional to exp[qVBE/kT] 
over the full range of fluences and current/injection levels, 
(2-11) 
where, 
v8E =emitter-base bias (volts), 
NA = f~ NA(x) dx, the base region sheet carrier concentration 
(cm-2). 
5) The neutron dependence of the base region electrical 
parameters will be considered as follows: 
The neutron dependent average minority carrier lifetime can be 
approximated by18 , 
(2-12) 
where, 
Tn(O) =the pre-irradiation average electron lifetime (s}, 
K1 = empirically determined lifetime damage constant (typical 
value of 2.0 x 10-6 cm2/neutron-s} 39 . 
The fluence dependence of the average minority carrier mobility as 
determined from Hall effect measurements, has been given as6 , 
(2-13) 
and since the average minority carrier mobility and the average 
14 




~n(O) =the pre-irradiation average electron mobility (cm2tvolt-s}, 
On(O) = the pre-irradiation average electron diffusion constant 
{ cm2 /s), 
~ = the empirical mobility and diffusion constant damage constant 
. -16 2 ) 6-9 {typ1cal value of 7.0 x 10 em /neutron . 
15 
The dependence of majority carrier concentration on fluence will be 
assumed to be of the form (for p-type silicon)l9, 
(2-15} 
where, 
NA(x,O) = the pre-irradiation concentration (cm-3), 
~ = the p-type material damage constant (neutron/cm2). 
3. Discussion of the Solution of the Continuity Equation 
Solving for the excess minority carrier concentration variation 
across the active base width as a function of neutron fluence from 
equation (2-2) using the assumptions and boundary conditions of 
equations (2-3)(2-14), {see Appendix A for a detailed solution) results 
0 9,33,34 1n 





F ( 41) (2-18) 
(2-19} 
[n(O) = pre-irradiation average electron diffusion length (em). 
Several normalization techniques are employed to obtain a practical 
form of equation (2-16} for relative evaluation and comparison applicable 
to any device. The depth, x, into the base region is normalized to the 
active base width resulting in the dimensionless ratio x/W(41) to account 
for the variations in the magnitude of different active base widths. 
The active base width is normalized to the minority carrier diffusion 
length in order to establish equivalent recombination rates for comparison 
among devices with different electric field strengths and active base 
widths, 
(2-20} 
The excess minority carrier concentration is normalized to the concen-
tration, nco' that would have to exist in an equivalent uniform base to 
yield the same collector current density; 
where, 
W(41}Jnc 
= qDn(41) (2-22} 
17 
(2-23) 
X = W(¢) 
This normalization makes it possible to compare the relative distri-
butions of injected carriers across the active base region for graded 
base devices with arbitrary built-in electric field strengths and active 
base widths at any given neutron fluence for the same collector current 
density. Alternatively, when collector current variations are being 
considered the excess minority carrier concentration is normalized to a 
constant injection level (fixed v8E). 
4. The Neutron De~endence of the Excess Minority Carrier Concen-
tration Variat1on Across the Base Region 
The excess minority carrier concentration variation normalized to 
a constant collector current across the normalized active base width is 
illustrated in Figure Il-l with neutron fluence (neutron-induced 
recombination, W(¢)/[n(¢)) as a parameter under low to moderate current/ 
injection levels for a uniform base device and in Figure II-2 for a 
graded base device with an n of 3. It should be noted that the pre-
irradiation minority carrier lifetime and diffusion length and their 
respective damage constants have to be known before any predictions of 
neutron damage can be made (see equation (2-20)). Examination of 
equation (2-20) shows that W(¢)/[n(¢) is always an increasing function 
of fluence. An increase in fluence which causes an increase in recom-
bination will result in an increase in the ratio. With increasing 
neutron fluence (increasing W(¢)/Ln(¢) in Figures II-1 and II-2), 
recombination in the bulk base region is enhanced, and a greater number 
of carriers must be injected into the base in order to maintain a given 
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Figure II-1. The normalized excess minority carrier 
concentration across the active base width 
with neutron fluence as a parameter for a 
uniform base device (n=O) • 
0.0 
o.o 0. 7 0 . 8 0 . 9 1 .o 
Figure II-2. The normalized excess minority carrier 
concentration across the active base width 
with neutron fluence as a parameter for a 
graded base device 
(n=3). 
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the 11 aiding effect 11 of the built-in electric field in graded base 
devices so that the minority carrier transport across the base region 
becomes more of a diffusion process and less of a drift process. At 
high fluences (large recombination rates) the operation of a graded base 
device (drift transistor) tends to resemble that of a uniform base 
device (diffusion transistor) which is subject to low fluences (small 
recombination rates). The operation of the device with an n = 3 at 
W(~)/[n(~) = 3.0 begins to resemble that of the n = 0 device at 
W(~)/Ln(~) << 10-2. It should be emphasized that even though the graded 
base device, after exposure to a relatively large fluence, is capable 
of delivering the same collector current density as the equivalent 
non-irradiated uniform base device at the same bias conditions, the 
base current of the graded base device increases and reduces the 
current gain much below that of the non-irradiated uniform base device. 
5. The Neutron Dependence of the Injected Emitter Current, Base 
Current, andCollector Current 
The various current densities are calculated from equation (2-16). 
The injected emitter current density is given by 
J = 0 (~) [2n(x~~l + d[n(x,~)]J I 
nE q n ~ dx 
X = 0 
(2-24) 
The fraction of the injected emitter current density which is 
collected is 
Jnc = qDn(•l[2*j•l + d[ni~·•)]J I (2-25) 
X = W(<ll) 
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The fraction of the injected emitter current density which recombines in 
the bulk base region may be calculated by two means and is found to be 
JnB = JnE - Jnc 
or 
J = [q/T {~}]/W{~) n{x,~}dx 
nB n 0 
{2-26) 
which, in either case, becomes 
exp[W{t)/F{t)]csch[W(t)/Z(t)]]exp[qV8E/kT]. 
The relative magnitudes of normalized injected base and collector current 
densities are shown in Figure 11-3 versus neutron fluence (neutron-
induced recombination, W(t)/[n(~)) with effective electric field strength 
as a parameter for low to moderate current/injection levels. A device is 
considered to be inactive when the magnitude of the base current equals 
or surpasses that of the collector current {common-emitter current 
gain~l). Considering only the injected current densities as depicted 
in Figure 11-3, the neutron-induced degradation of the minority carrier 
diffusion length has to become less than the active base width before 
a device becomes inactive. In practice, a device would become inactive 
at lower'fluences because of the existence of the neutron-induced space-
charge region base current component and additional space-charge and 
surface components. The current/injection level at which the device 
becomes inactive depends on emitter-base bias voltage as well as neutron 
fluence because the injected base and collector currents have a different 
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Figure II-3. Base and collector cur~nt densities versus 
neutron fluence with electric field strength as a 
parameter normalized to a constant 
injection level. 
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A graded base device can be seen in Figure II-3 to remain active at 
higher fluences as the electric field strength increases. From con-
siderations of bulk base region recombination, graded base devices 
should be expected to be more radiation tolerant than uniform base 
devices with the radiation tolerance increasing with increasing 
electric field parameter, n. 
6. Neutron Dependence of the Base Recombination Term 
* The base recombination term, e , may be defined as the ratio of 
the injected current arriving at the collector side of the active base 
to the current injected at the emitter side of the active base and is 
obtained from equations (2-24) and (2-25) as, 
23 
* e = Jnc/JnE (2-28) 
_ F(~)exp~W(~~/F(~)] 
- Z(~)sinh[W(~)/Z(~ ]+F ~)cosh[W(~)/Z(~)] 
The base recombination term is plotted in Figure II-4 versus fluence 
(neutron-induced recombination, W(~)/[n(~)) with electric field 
strength as a parameter for low to moderate current/injection levels. The 
neutron-induced reduction of the minority carrier diffusion length has 
to cause it to approach less than 5 times the active base width before 
serious degradation of the base recombination term occurs. As neutron 
fluence further increases the minority carrier diffusion length becomes 
less than the active base width and consequently the base recombin-
ation term falls off very rapidly rendering the device inactive. 
The base recombination term is improved considerably by the presence of 
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Figure II-4. The base recombination term versus neutron 
fluence with electric field strength as a parameter. 
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effective electric field strengths. Thus, the current gain of a graded 
base device should be greater than that of a corresponding uniform base 
device at moderate and high current/injection levels for any specific 
fluence. 
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7. Relative Rates of Bulk Base Recombination Current and Collector 
Current Variations with Neutron Fluence 
It has been previously reported that the bulk base recombination 
current component was found to increase and the collector current was 
found to decrease with increasing neutron fluence6- 9. This was 
attributed mostly to a neutron-induced recombination in the bulk base 
region9. It is of interest to examine the relative rate at which these 
change to determine the ratio of base current increase to collector 
current decrease which reflects the rate of current gain degradation 
with fluence. A relationship for this ratio is formulated from 
equations (2-24)-(2-27) and is given by, 
(2-29) 
where JnC(O) is the collector current density in the absence of recombi-
nation ([n + ~, ~ = 0) and is equal to 
JnC(O) = qDn(O)ne[l/F(O)][l+coth[W(O)/F(O)]]exp[qVBE/kT] • (2-30) 
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Equation (2-29) is depicted in Figure II-5. The presence of a built-in 
electric field in a graded base region not only reduces the ratio of base 
current increase to collector current decrease at a given fluence but 
also makes it less sensitive to variations in recombination. For a 
uniform base the above ratio has a lower limit of 3 while for a steeply 
graded base the lower limit is unity, in agreement with previous work9. 
In both instances the ratio is greater than unity and is observed to 
increase with increasing fluence. This indicates that for a given 
decrease in collector current at a specific fluence, the base current is 
degraded more for a uniform base device than for a corresponding 
equivalent graded base device as has been noted several times earlier. 
That the bulk base recombination current increase is always larger 
than the corresponding collector current decrease can be understood9 by 
examining the injected excess minority carrier distribution in the base 
for a constant injection level (see Figure II-6). Neutron-induced 
recombination reduces the excess minority carrier density everywhere in 
the base below the one which is present in the case of little or no 
recombination. The excess minority carrier concentrations at the 
emitter and collector side of the active base region are held fixed by 
their respective base voltages. Thus, neutron-induced recombination 
forces the excess carrier gradient to increase at the emitter side and 
to decrease at the collector side. Since current is proportional to 
both the excess carrier concentration and gradient, this corresponds to 
an increase in emitted current and a decrease in collected current. The 
base current increase is the sum of the absolute magnitudes of the two 
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Figure II-6. The normalized excess minority carrier 
concentration across the active base width for 
constant injection with neutron fluence 
as a parameter. 
8. Average Built-in Electric Field Strength Changes with Neutron 
Fluence 
Neutron-induced carrier removal changes the base region impurity 
profile and hence the average built-in electric field strength. 
Majority carrier removal rates have been found to be functions of pre-
irradiation carrier concentration, irradiation temperature, neutron 
spectrum, and crystal growth methods 19 . By considering the expression 
for the neutron dependence of p-type majority carriers obtained 
by M. Buehler19 and the expressions for the average electric field 
strength in equations (2-9) and (2-10) a relation describing the neutron 
dependence of the electric field strength parameter n is found to be 
(assuming a fluence independent base width), 
29 
(2-31) 
Equation (2-31) has to be rearranged and put in terms of the net 
change in electric field strength and the magnitude of the doping profile 
at the collector side of the active base to afford a simplier form 
suitable for theoretical analysis, 
6n = n(~) - n(O) (2-32) 
= [NA(W,O)]-O.ll[~/387]{l-exp[-0.77n(O)]} 
Equation (2-32) with n(O) as a parameter is plotted in Figure 11-7 and 
shows a distinct difference in behavior for graded and uniform bases. 
The n for a uniform base always remains constant at zero for all fluences. 
This should be expected since the majority carrier concentration in a 
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Figure II-7. Net change of the electric field strength 
parameter versus neutron fluence with the pre-
irradiation value as a parameter. 
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everywhere and hence the gradient will always have the value of zero. 
The net change in n increases with increasing fluence with the magnitude 
and the slope dependent on the pre-irradiation value of n. This can 
be anticipated by considering that n is dependent on the relative con-
centrations at the emitter side and the collector side of the active 
base region. In a graded base region the majority carrier concentration 
at the .. emitter side 11 is always much larger than that at the .. collector 
side... Neutron-induced carrier removal changes the .. emitter side .. 
concentration less and the 11 Collector side .. concentration more on a 
percentage basis. The entire majority carrier concentration in the 
base region is reduced but the carrier gradient is increased. This 
analysis implies that the magnitude of the built-in electric field 
strength of graded base devices improves with fluence (note that the 
overall 11 aiding effect 11 of the electric field on minority carrier 
transport was shown earlier to decrease with fluence and is not to be 
confused with the increase in absolute magnitude). 
However, the active base width is not constant and has been shown to 
be a slowly decreasing function of neutron fluence20 . A neutron-induced 
decrease in active base width will tend to decrease the average electric 
field strength because the concentration at the respective ends of the 
active base is very sensitive to variations in the magnitude of the active 
base width 34 . This detracts from the improvement in electric field 
strength, but also reduces the bulk base volume and consequently the ex-
tent of neutron-induced bulk base region recombination. In addition, 
the carrier removal rate has been shown to deviate from that given in 
equation (2-15) for both very high and very low concentrations39 . The in-
teraction of these effects will be discussed in the Experimental 
Correlation Section. 
C. Prediction of Current-Voltage Characteristics 
The most straight forward check on the accuracy of the base region 
model developed in Section 11-B is to compare theoretical predictions 
of device current-voltage characteristics with experimental data. As 
was discussed earlier, the bulk base recombination base current com-
32 
ponent cannot be readily observed experimentally since the region of the 
characteristics where this component becomes dominant is complicated by 
11 bendaway 11 c•emission crowding 11 of the injected current and a corres-
pending voltage drop in the external base resistance at moderate and 
high current/injection levels). 
The 11 bendaway 11 phenomena has been mathematically formul ated8 for 
ring-dot structures (see Appendix B). The voltage drop in the external 
base resistance can be simply described, but 11 emission crowding 11 is 
best described by a non-linear second order differential equation. For 
a ring-dot structure the applied voltage appearing across the junction, 
V(r), at any radius, r, is governed by the differential equation8 , 
with 
V11 (r) + ~ v• (r) - Ps{ [JnBo + Jp0 ]exp[qV{r)/kT] 
+ J exp[qV(r)/nkT]} = 0 
no 
the boundary conditions, 
VI (0) = 0 
V(re) = VBE - VD 







re =the emitter radius (em), 
V0 =the voltage drop in the external base resistance (volts), 
Rex= the external base resistance (ohms), 
18 = the total base current (amperes), 
Ps =the base region sheet resistance (ohmsjo), 
Jno'JnBo = the extrapolated low level current density of the neutron-
induced space-charge region base current component and of the 
bulk base recombination component, respectively (amperes/cm2), 
Jpo = the extrapolated low level current density of the back 
injection base current component (amperes/cm2). 
JnBo is available from the base region model, Jpo is obtained from the 
11 Classical 11 expression for back injection, and Jno is obtained from 
equation (2-1). Equation (2-23) does not have a closed form solution 
and a computer solution technique is employed utilizing a digital analog 
simulation program which offers ease in programming with reasonable 
accuracy (see Appendix C). Once V(r) has been determined, the base 
current and the collector current in the 11 bendaway .. region are 
calculated from 
r 
InB = J eJnBo exp[qV{r)/kT]2nrdr, 
0 
r 







exp[qV(r)/kT]2~rdr, = fo Jpo (2-39) 




= ! 0 Jc0 exp[qV(r)/kT]2~rdr, 




The composite current-voltage characteristics can now be generated 
for all but very high current/injection levels (since no provision has 
been made for the inclusion of conductivity modulation) with the 
addition of the surface, surface-perimeter, and normal space-charge 
base current components. These components cannot be readily predicted 
on theoretical grounds and must be obtained experimentally because of 
the inherent difficulty in describing surface phenomena and space-
charge region generation-recombination. 
III. EXPERIMENTAL CORRELATION 
A. Experimental Approach 
1. Test Devices 
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Silicon, double diffused, planar-epitaxial devices were chosen as 
the experimental units in this study. The devices were specially 
fabricated by Motorola as ring-dot structures having approximately the 
equivalent junction depths and impurity profiles as the commercial 
version of the 2N914. The test devices coded 2N914 were gold doped while 
those coded SF2523 were not gold doped. 
These particular devices were selected for four reasons. First, they 
are ring-dot structures and consequently have circular symmetry which 
greatly simplifies the mathematical description of .. emission crowding 116- 9. 
Second, the absence of gold doping for the SF2523 code reduces the initial 
recombination rate and permits observation of neutron-induced bulk base 
region recombination at lower fluences. Third, a considerable amount of 
previously published information concerning neutron radiation-induced 
damage for this particular type of device is readily available in the 
literature6- 9 •15- 17 •20- 22 •26 . Fourth, they have graded bases typical 
of present day double diffused device technology. If the mathematical 
base region model developed in the previous section can be shown to be 
valid for the more complex case of a graded base, then it should hold 
for the simple case of a uniform base. 
2. Measurement of Common-Base Current Gain 
The usual expression for the common-base current gain23 •24 , under 
certain conditions, can be reduced to a dependence on only the emitter 
efficiency tenm and the base recombination term, 
* * * a = yS a M ::: , yS (3-1) 
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where, 
y = the emitter efficiency, 
8* = the base recombination term, 
M = the collector junction multiplication factor, 
a* = the collector efficiency. 
This is possible only if leakage currents are sufficiently small, if 
there is no carrier multiplication in the collector-base space-charge 
region (t~=l), arid if there is no minority carrier drift in the bulk 
collector region caused by large IR drops (a*= 1). Minority carrier drift 
caused by an electric field set up as a result of a large IR drop in the 
bulk collector region can be safely ignored by not considering very high 
current/injection levels 23 . Carrier multiplication in the collector-base 
space-charge region can be completely eliminated by operating the device 
with the base and collector at essentially the same potential. 
To simplify the examination of neutron-induced current gain degra-
dation, the common base current-voltage characteristics in this work 
were measured by the Automatic Data Acquisition System25 with the test 
devices• base and collector leads essentially grounded. Since the 
emitter efficiency has been discussed theoretically6- 9 , only the 
neutron dependence of the base recombination term remains to be 
determined and compared with experimental data. 
3. Impurity Profi 1 e 
The impurity profile for the test devices at the various fluences 
of interest was calculated from junction capacitance-voltage measurements 
using the method first developed by Chow17 •26 and later extended by 
Azarewicz20,27,28 to include variable junction depths and out diffusion 
of the substrate. The· calculated net impurity profiles for one test 
device from each code (SF2523- 2340 and 2N914 - 1407) are illustrated 
in Figures III-1 and III-2 with an empirical depth dependence28 of 
where, 
NBC= the background concentration (cm-3), 
NOB = the effective surface concentration for the base 
diffusion (cm- 3), 
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N0E = the surface concentrationfor the emitter diffusion (cm-3), 
Cs = the substrate concentration (cm-3), 
LE,LB,Ls = the emitter, base and substrate reciprocal diffusion 
lengths respectively (cm-1), 
y =depth from surface (em). 
The net impurity profile was obtained for a series of neutron fluences20,26 
from which the base region electrical parameters were determined. 
The active base width was observed to slightly decrease with fluence 
(approximately a 3% reduction for both device codes at a neutron fluence 
of 5.3xlo14}. This decrease in active base width was caused by the 
emitter-base and collector-base space-charge regions widening with 
fluence 26 . 
The theoretical (equation (2-32) and experimental net increases in 
the electric field strength parameter are shown in Figure III-3 for two 
test devices taking into account the variations in active base widths. 
The data are in reasonable agreement but show the same distinct 
discrepancy for both devices. The experimental data indicate less 
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Figure III-1. Pre-irradiation net impurity profile for test 
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instances. This difference was attributed to a decrease in active base 
width 20 and a difference in carrier removal rate39 (especially in the 
vicinity of the lower doped space-charge regions) which altered the 
impurity profile concentrations at the edges of the active base and 
hence changed the magnitude of the average electric field in a manner 
other than predicted. It is important to note that the magnitude of 
the electric field strength increases for normally encountered fluences. 
This increase in magnitude is not to be confused with the degradation 
of electric field aided minority carrier transport discussed earlier 
as a result of increased recombination in the base. 
4. Base Region Electrical Parameters 
The base region electrical parameters are listed for the test 
devices in Figure III-4. The active base width and average built-in 
electric field strength were computed from the calculated profile. 
The minority carrier mobility and diffusion constant in the base 
region were obtained from the calculated average majority carrier con-
tration in the base using previously determined mobility versus impurity 
concentration data24 •29 •30 • The base region sheet resistance was computed 
in a similar fashion from resistivity versus impurity concentration 
curves24,30. The neutron radiation damage constants for the minority 
carrier mobility and sheet resistance have been determined previously 
by Goben et a1. 6-9 from Hall effect measurements on specially fabricated 
vau der Pauw-type devices which had identical geometries, impurity pro-
files, and junction depths as the test devices. 
The minority carrier lifetimes in the bulk base region were deter-
mined from measurements made on a Tektronix Type 555 Oscilloscope with 
a Tektronix Type S Recovery-time Plug in Unit after each irradiation26 . 
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DEVICE 26 DEVICE 26 
PARAMETER SF2523 2N914 
#2340 #1407 
n(O) 2.1 1.9 
w (0) (em) 1.3xlo-4 O.Gxlo- 4 
-
NA (0) -3 (em ) 2.ox1o13 7.2xlo12 
Kl 
2 (em /neutron-s) 2.0xlo-6 2.0xl0-G 
K2 
2 {em /neutron) 7.0xlo-17 7.0xlo-17 
K3 (0) 2 (em /neutron) 2.lxlo-16 2.lxlo-16 
1: < o > (s) -8 1.2xlo- 8 n 3.0xl0 
lln(O) 2 {em /volt-s) 4.6xlo 2 4.4xlo 2 
ps(O) (ohms/D) 1.6xl0 3 4.0xlo 3 
R (ohms) 12.8 12.8 
ex 
r (em) S.Oxlo- 3 S.Oxlo- 3 e 
(cm2 ) -5 7.85xl0-S A 7.85xl0 
e 
-2 3. 2 xl o- 22 3.0xlo-22 K ·x (amperes em I 
v m 
-2 
neutron em ) 
Figure III-4. Base region parameters for the test devices. 
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The lifetime damage constant was calculated from these data versus neutron 
fluence. 
The emitter area was specified by the manufacturer and was verified 
by optical measurements made on the transistor chip after the 11 Can 11 was 
removed. 
B. Comparison of Base Region Model •s Predictions with Experimental 
Results 
1. Collector Current Decrease with Neutron Fluence 
The magnitude of the collector current has been observed to decrease 
with neutron fluence6-9. Goben et al. 9 havereported that the normalized 
collector current for devices identical to the test units in this study 
decreased-at a rate of -2.5xlo-16 per unit neutron fluence for gold 
doped devices and at -3.5xlo-16 per unit neutron fluence for the non-
gold doped. 
The theoretical prediction of collector current decrease can be 
obtained from the base region model from equation (2-25) describing the 
collector current density as a function of neutron fluence. The ratio 
of the collector current density after neutron exposure to the pre-
irradiation collector current density is computed to be, 
The parameters D {~), F(~), and Z(~) are available from equations (2-14) 
n 
{2-18), and (2-19), respectively. Moll and Ross 31 have shown that the 
electrical characteristics of graded base devices depend directly on the 
sheet carrier concentration in the base and hence the average majority 
carrier concentration. The neutron dependence of the second term in 
equation (3-3) is approximated in terms of the average impurity concen-
tration in the base NA(~): 
ne(~) 
[NA(O)/NA(~)] c1> ne(O) = = exp[ 0.77] ' 387 NA (0) 
(3-4) 
where, 
NA (~) = 1 JW(~) ~ 0 NA(x,~) dx (3-5) 
NA(~) 
= W( ~) 
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Figure III-5 shows the theoretical and experimental predictions of 
norma 1 i zed call ector current decrease with fl uence for two test devices. 
Since the total collector current decrease is only a few percent of the 
collector current, several values of experimental normalized collector 
current decrease were computed for each neutron fluence at different 
emitter-base bias voltages (well below the "bendaway" region) and were 
averaged to minimize error. This was found to be necessary in order to 
obtain consistent results. Both the experimental and predicted collector 
current for device 1407 decrease at a slower rate than the normalized 
collector current for device 2340. This can be anticipated by considering 
that recombination is a volume process and the active base width and 
hence the base region volume of device 1407 is smaller than that of 
device 2340; in addition, the ratio W(~)/[n(~) for device 1407 is less 
than that for device 2340. The effects of gold doping are most apparent 
at low fluences where gold doping tends, to reduce the initial rate of 
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-
Figure III-5. Predicted and experimental collector current 
decrease with neutron fluence. 
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general trend as the experimental data. The predicted collector current 
decrease is consistently less than the experimental decrease for both 
devices. This suggests that some other mechanism may be also responsible 
for collector current decrease such as a drop in the quasi-Fermi levels 
through the emitter-base space-charge region9 or an increased importance 
of second order effects such as mobility degradation at higher fluences. 
The predicted collector current decreases approximately linearly at a 
rate of -3.8xlo- 16 per unit neutron fluence for the non-gold doped 
-6 . SF2523 code and at a rate of -1.5xl0 per unit neutron fluence for the 
gold doped 2N914 code. 
2. Bulk Base Recombination Current Increase With Neutron Fluence 
The theoretical prediction of bulk base recombination current 
increase with neutron fluence is obtained from equations (2-26) and 
(2-27). The bulk base recombination current is normalized to the pre-
irradiation collector current for convenience in comparing the relative 
rates of bulk base recombination current increase and collector current 
decrease (equation (3-3}), 
= F1~>tz1~>{coth[W(~)/Z(~)]-exp[W(~)/F(~)]csch[W(~)/Z(~)]} 
zfoy exp[W(O)/F(O)]csch[W(O)/Z(O)] (3-6) 
Equation (3-6)predicts that neutron-induced recombination in the 
bulk base region causes the normalized base current to increase linearly 
with fluence at a rate of + 6.6 x l0- 16 per unit neutron fluence for the 
SF2523 code and at+ 2.7 x l0-16 per unit neutron fluence for the 2N914 
code. The base current increases at a much slower rate for device 1407. 
This can be explained on the basis of a smaller active base region 
volume of device 1407 as discussed in the previous section. 
The ratio of bulk base recombination current increase to collector 
current decrease was computed from equations (3-5) and (3-6) to be 
approximately 1.75 for device 2340 and 1.8 for device 1407. These 
results are in good agreement with the theoretically predicted values 
of 1.79 and 1.85, respectively, of equation (2-29). The neutron-
induced increase in bulk base recombination current can be easily 
obtained from knowledge of the predicted ratio, R, for the particular 
device code and the more easily measured collector current change as, 
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(3-7) 
The predicted and experimental extrapolated low level bulk base 
recombination current and collector current are tabulated for comparison 
in Figure III-6 for devices 2340 and 1407. The experimental pre-
irradiation bulk base recombination current was obtained from graphical 
analysis techniques8 of device current-voltage characteristics in the 
11 bendaway 11 region. The experimental post-irradiation bulk base recom-
bination current was obtained from the measured decrease in collector 
current and the computed R factor for the device code according to 
equation (3-7). Unfortunately, it was not possible to directly check 
the accuracy of the base region model •s predictions of post-irradiation 
bulk base recombination current with experimental data because of the 
inherent difficulty of experimentally measuring this base current com-
ponent especially at high neutron fluences. The following section 
describes an alternate method which was employed to examine the accuracy 
of the post-irradiation predictions. 
2340 1407 
Parameter Predicted Measured Predicted Measured 
1nco(O) 
(amperes) 4.0xlo-15 4.5xlo-15 l.Oxlo-14 7.0xlo-15 
( 14 Inco 2.3xl0 ) 
(amperes) 3.5xlo-15 4.0xlo-15 a.Sxlo-15 6.5xlo-15 
1nBo(O) 
(amperes) 6. lxlo-17 9.0xlo-17 l.lxlo-16 7.2xlo-17 
{ 14 InBo 2.3xl0 ) 
(amperes) 7.5xlo-16 9.6xlo-16 a.sxlo-16 9.8xlo-16 
Figure III-6. Experimental and predicted extrapolated low level 
bulk base recombination current and collector current. 
3. Generation of Current-Voltage Characteristics 
a. Pre-irradiation Characteristics 
As a check on the accuracy of the base region model, the predicted 
composite current-voltage characteristics for the test devices were 
compared with experimental data. The collector current and the bulk 
base recombination current were obtained from the base region model. 
The surface channel components {if existent), the normal emitter base 
space-charge region base current component, and the surface-perimeter 
base current component were determined experimentally. The character-
istics in the 11bendaway 11 region were generated as discussed in Section 
II-C and Appendix C. 
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The base region model's accuracy can be best examined by considering 
the fit of the predicted collector current over the full range of 
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current/injection levels and the fit of the predicted base current in the 
.. bendaway .. region. ..Emission crowding .. is the primary cause of 11 bendaway 11 
and the voltage drop in the external base resistance is a secondary 
cause. 11 Emission crowding .. for the pre-irradiation case depends only 
on the bulk base recombination current and the back injection base 
current component. The back injection component is generally an order 
of magnitude less than the bulk base component and its effect in the 
11 bendaway 11 region is minimal 24 • If the deviation of both the collector 
current and base current from their exponential voltage dependence can 
be accurately predicted, then the base region model can be considered 
to have accurately predicted the collector current and the bulk base 
recombination current. 
The experimental and predicted current-voltage characteristics for 
device 2340 are shown in Figure III-7 and for device 1407 in Figure III-8. 
The data for both devices are in good agreement in the 11 bendaway 11 region 
at moderate current/injection levels. Note that the deviation increases 
at high current/injection levels which is opposite of what should occur 
because of conductivity modulation effects at these levels. No explain-
ation has been found for this and further work is needed. 
The data for device 1407 are in excellent agreement at low to 
moderate current/injection levels. It is interesting to note the 
anomalous behavior of the base current of device 2340 at intermediate 
current/injection levels. The base current exhibits a strange increase 
in the reciprocal slope term which determines its voltage dependence. 
This is the exact opposite of the normally encountered situation. The 
author has observed the same anomaly in other devices of the SF2523 
code, especially those with a history of long on-the-shelf storage 
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Figure III-7. Experimental and predicted pre-irradiation 
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Figure III-8. ~xperimental and predicted pre-irradiation 




found. Possible causes being considered are: 1) a junction electric 
field-induced sweeping of defects to the boundaries of the emitter-base 
space-charge region during storage at room temperature32 ; 2) and surface 
phenomena which .. saturate .. at intermediate current/injection levels (and 
become insignificant at high neutron fluences where the neutron-induced 
space-charge component dominates low and intermediate current/injection 
level~. A detailed study is beyond the scope of this paper and further 
work is necessary in this area. 
b. Post-irradiation Characteristics 
Post-irradiation composite current-voltage characteristics were 
compared with experimental data to determine the accuracy of the base 
region model in predicting base and collector current variations with 
neutron fluence. The same procedure was used to generate the predicted 
characteristics as was indicated earlier. The neutron-induced emitter-
base space-charge base current component was computed from equation (2-1). 
The collector current decrease and bulk base recombination current 
increase with neutron fluence were obtained from the base region model. 
The most significant difference in generating the post-irradiation 
characteristics was that the additional neutron-induced space-charge 
base current component had to also be considered in calculating .. emission 
crowding 11 effects and hence 11 bendaway 11 • 
The predicted and experimental current voltage characteristics are 
shown in Figure III-9 and III-10 for device 2340 and device 1407, 
respectively, at a neutron fluence of 2.3xlo14 (E>lOkeV, fission source). 
The data exhibit good agreement over the full range of current/injection 
levels in both base and collector current for each device. There are 
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cp 14 
= 2. 3 X 10 2 (neutrons/em ) 
(E 10 keV, 
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VBE (volts) 
Figure III-9. Experimental and predicted post-irradiation 
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0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0 
VBE (volts) 
Figure III-10. Experimental and predicted post-irradiation 
current-voltage characteristics for test device 1407. 
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pre-irradiation case, this could not be attributed to conductivity 
modulation effects and some other explanation must be sought. Note 
that the neutron-induced space-charge region component dominates the 
base current at low and intermediate current/injection levels for device 
2340 at this fluence. The previously indicated anomalous behavior of 
base current with emitter-base bias at these levels is no longer signi-
ficant as is evidenced by the fit of the predicted and experimental 
data. This anomaly was not found to increase with neutron fluence during 
the time between irradiation of the device and measurement of the 
characteristics. 
The good fit of predicted data to experimental data in Figure III-7 
and III-8 and in Figures III-9 and III-10 demonstrate that the base 
region model developed in this work is accurate in making both pre- and 
post- irradiation current-voltage characteristic predictions at moderate 
current/injection levels. 
4. The Emitter Efficiency and Base Recombination Terms 
The emitter efficiency is the ratio of the injected minority carrier 
current on the emitter side of the active base to the total current 
flowing in the emitter circuit. The emitter efficiency differs from the 
11 Classical" emitter efficiency in that the 11 Classical 11 emitter efficiency 
considered only the ratio of the forward injected current to the back 
injected current. The emitter efficiency y may be written in terms of 
constituent current components as (neglecting collector multiplication 







Inc = the total collector current (amperes), 
IB = the total base current (amperes), 
InB = the bulk base recombination current (amperes), 
Ip =the back injection base current component (amperes), 
In = the neutron-induced space-charge region base current component 
(amperes), 
Ins = the surface-perimeter base current component (•mperes), 
In2 = the normal emitter-base space-charge region base current 
component (amperes), 
Im = the surface channel base current component (amperes). 
The collector current and the bulk base recombination current were 
obtained from the base region model. The neutron-induced space-charge 
region base current component was found from the empirical relation in 
equation (2-l)~-9 , 16 , 17 The back injection component was calculated from 
the "classical" expression! 0, 31 The other base current components 
were determined experimentally. 
The emitter efficiency and the base recombination term (equation 
(2-28)) for the test units were computed using experimental results and 
predictions of the base region model and are shown as functions of 
applied emitter-base bias voltage with neutron fluence as a parameter 
in Figures III-11 and III-12 for devices 2340 and 1407, respectively. 
Both the emitter efficiency and the base recombination term are 
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Figure III-11. Emitter efficiency and base recombination 
terms versus emitter-base bias with neutron fluence 
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0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 
VBE (volts) 
Figure III-12. Emitter efficiency and base recombination 
terms versus emitter-base bias with neutron fluence 
as a parameter for test device 1407. 
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independent of the applied emitter-base bias voltage at the fluences and 
current/injection levels of interest~ The emitter efficiency is strongly 
dependent on the applied bias since the current components responsible 
for the emitter efficiency have different exponential voltage dependencies. 
At low biases (low current/injection levels) the observed degradation of 
current gain is dominated by a neutron-induced reduction of the emitter 
efficiency. At high current/injection levels (large emitter-base biases) 
the magnitude of the emitter efficiency eventually becomes larger than 
the magnitude of the base recombination term, and the current gain 
degradation is dominated by the base recombination term. Note however 
that the neutron-induced reduction in the emitter efficiency is respon-
sible for current gain degradation over a larger span of emitter-base 
biases (current/injection levels) than is the neutron-induced reduction 
of the base recombination term. 
The composite common base current gain a as given by equation {3-1) 
is the product of the emitter efficiency term and base recombination 
term and is illustrated in Figure III-13 as a function of applied 
emitter-base bias voltage with neutron fluence as a parameter for both 
test devices. The common-base current gain for these test devices is 
a rapidly decreasing function of fluence (especially at low current/ 
injection levels) and an increasing function of bias voltage. Note 
that the decrease of current gain with fluence is significantly less 
at high current/injection levels. This demonstrates that a device 
exhibits a more radiation tolerant relative current gain when operated 
at high current/injection levels33 . It is interesting to note that 
the common-base current gain of device 1407 is greater than that of 
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Figure III-13. Common-base current gain as a function of 
emitter-base bias with neutron fluence as a 
parameter for the test devices. 
and all current/injection levels (larger emitter efficiency and base 
recombination terms). A larger emitter efficiency term implies less 
neutron-induced emitter-base space-charge region recombination. This 
is to be expected because the base region profile is much lower for 
device 1407 which implies a wider emitter-base space-charge region but 
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a lower junction electric field strength. The volume damage introduction 
rate16 has shown to be a decreasing function of decreasing junction 
electric field strength which is consistent with the data in Figure 
III-13. The larger base recombination term is indicative of less bulk 
base recombination which is consistent with the smaller active base 
region volume of device 1407 available for recombination as discussed 
earlier. This demonstrates that devices with high built-in electric 
field strengths and/or narrow active base widths have higher absolute 
current gains 34 (particularly at moderate - high current/injection 
levels where bulk base recombination dominates the base current) and are 
consequently more radiation tolerant. 
Plots of l/hfe versus neutron fluence are shown in Figure 111-14 
with collector current as a parameter for the test devices. This is an 
excellent method of computing a "universal damage constant" because 
the reciprocal gain varies approximately linearly with fluence for any 
given collector current37 The data in Figure 111-14 graphically demon-
strate that current gain degradation is less on a relative basis for 
higher current/injection levels. Note that device 1407 exhibits less 
gain degradation on both a relative and absolute basis than device 2340 
as has been pointed out earlier. 
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1.6 
o 2340 experimental 
D 1407 experimental /c 
2340 predicted / 
1407 predicted / 
Ae = 7.85xl0-5(cm- 5) 0 
---0.1 
---
1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0 5.0 
<~Jxlo 14 (E>lOKeV, fission sour.ce) 
Figure III-14. Reciprocal gain as a function of neutron 
fluence with collector current as a parameter 
for the test devices. 
5. Comparison of Devices with Different Base Widths 
To further investigate the accuracy of the base region model, 
additional measurements have been taken on two other sets of devices 
with greatly different impurity profiles. One set of devices is five 
Texas Instruments 2Nl613 diffused silicon planar transistors. The 
other set is two specially fabricated Harry Diamond Laboratories 
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double diffused silicon planar epitaxial transistors designed for integrat-
ed circuit use. The impurity profiles for these devices were obtained 
from the capacitance-voltage measurement method discussed earlier20,28 
and are shown in Figures III-15 and III-16 for test devices HD-24 
(Harry Diamond Laboratories) 28 and 6131 (Texas Instruments 2Nl613). 
The profiles for these two devices greatly differ in junction depths 
and relative concentrations. This allows a comparison of the accuracy 
of the base region model •s predictions for devices of widely varying 
active base widths. In addition the 2Nl613 code has a very wide collector 
region and no substrate which eliminates the effects of out-diffusion 
of the substrate on the base region profile. 
Only pre-irradiation data were available for these devices. The 
current-voltage characteristics were predicted using the base region 
model in the same manner as indicated earlier in this work with the 
exception of employing graphical analysis techniques 8•29 in the 
11 bendaway 11 region to predict the deviations of base and collector 
currents (pre-irradiation characteristics lend themselves quite well 
to graphical analysis). Figures III-17 and III-18 show the experimental 
and predicted current-voltage characteristics for devices HD-24 and 
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Figure III-15. Pre-irradiation net impurity profile 28 
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Figure III-16. Pre-irradiation net impurity profile 
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Figure III-17. Experimental and predicted pre-
irradiation current-voltage characteristics 
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Figure III-18. Experimental and predicted p~e-irradiation 
current-voltage characteristics for test 
device 6131. 
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agreement for test device HD-24. Note that there is no 11 increased 
deviation .. between predicted and experimental data at high current/ 
injection levels (see IC of HD-24) as was found for the previous 
devices. This is a direct consequence of the graphical method employed 
to generate the predicted characteristics in the 11 bendaway 11 region. 
First the collector current voltage deviation is experimentally measured 
in the 11 bendaway 11 region and then this same deviation is applied to 
the predicted collector and bulk base recombination currents (back in-
jection for both devices was considered to be negligible). Therefore, 
the predicted and experimental data have to exhibit the same 11 bendaway". 
The experimental data of device 6131 exhibit strange behavior at 
moderate and especially at high current/injection levels. The pre-
dicted data for the collector current agree well with the experimental 
values which can be seen in Figure III-18 to follow the .. normal trend" 
of collector current variations with applied emitter-base bias voltage 
over the full range of current/injection levels. Note that there is 
no agreement between predicted and experimental values of base current 
at moderate and high current/injection levels. The experimental base 
current begins to 11 bendaway 11 in a normal fashion but suddenly increases 
and 11 bends 11 opposite of what would normally be expected. This unexpected 
base current increase at these current/injection levels is believed to 
be caused by two mechanisms: 1) an increase in back injection caused by 
the emergence of 11 Conductivity modulation .. at lower current/injection 
levels; and 2) an increase in the bulk base recombination current as a 
result of a larger bulk base region volume caused by base region 11 push 
out ... 
The emergence of these mechanism in device 6131 and not in the 
other devices such as HD-24 at the same current/injection levels can 
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be explained by comparing the net impurity profiles of the two devices. 
Note that the impurity concentration in the base region of device 6131 
is considerably lower than that of device HD-24. Thus, the average 
majority carrier concentration in the base of device 6131 is much less 
than that of device HD-24 (-1:2). A low average majority carrier con-
centration in the base of device 6131 allows 11 Conductivity modulation 11 
and hence increased back injection to occur at lower current/injection 
levels (biases) than for device HD-24. In addition, note that the bulk 
collector region of device 6131 is doped much lighter (high breakdown 
voltage device) than that of device HD-24 (out-diffusion of substrate). 
Thus, base region 11 push out 11 will occur at lower current/injection levels 
(biases) for device 6131. The author has seen evidence for this base 
region 11 push out 11 even for devices of the same code. The base current 
was found to rapidly increase for some devices at moderate and high 
current/injection levels and not for other devices of the same code. 
When the collector-base breakdown voltage was measured for these devices, 
it was found to be significantly higher for those devices which exhibited 
the increase in base current at moderate and high current/injection 
levels. Higher breakdown voltages indicate a lower doped bulk collector 
region which makes the device more sensitive to base region 11 push outu. 
The difference in the collector breakdown voltage was attributed to 
differences in the out diffusion of the substrate (or buried layer). 
Further work in this area is needed. 
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IV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
A mathematical base region model was developed which predicted on 
theoretical grounds the neutron fluence dependence of the injected 
emitter current, base current, and collector current for graded base 
devices. Complete current-voltage characteristics were generated for 
low to high current-injection levels including 11 bendaway 11 using the 
results of the model and experimental data. The relative contributions 
of the emitter efficiency and the base recombination term to neutron-
induced current gain degradation were examined at different current;in-
jection levels. The relative rates at which the bulk base recombination 
current increases and the collector current decreases with neutron 
fluence were investigated. 
The primary advantage of the model is that through certain simplify-
ing assumptions a closed form solution of the continuity equation for 
graded base regions becomes possible. This solution is in the form of 
hyperbolic and exponential functions and, as such, is well suited for 
theoretical computation and numerical analysis and is based on the 
physical processes concerned. An exact numerical solution of the 
continuity equation in all dimensions and encompassing all of the non-
linearities present could be achieved through use of the analog 
digital simulation program as discussed in connection with the solution 
of the 11 bendaway 11 problem in Section II-C. However, this approach 
would suffer inflexibility in application and analysis when compared 
to the ease in manipulation of a closed form solution. 
The primary disadvantage of the model is that a reasonable fit 
to the device's impurity profile must be known before any predictions 
of the extent of bulk base recombination can be made. The theoretical 
predictions of current-voltage characteristics were observed to fail 
at high current/injection levels and could not be explained by con-
ductivity modulation effects. Further work is needed in this area. 
The collector current was predicted and observed to decrease 
approximately linearly with increasing neutron fluence. A simple, 
approximate expression for the magnitude of the collector current 




Kc = 3.8 x lo-16 (cm2/neutron) predicted collector current 
damage coefficient for the SF2523 device code (4.6xlo- 16 
measured), 
Kc = 1.5 x lo-16 (cm2/neutron) predicted collector current 
( -16 damage coefficient for the 2N914 device code 1.9xl0 
measured). 
The bulk base recombination current was predicted to exhibit a 
linear increase with neutron f1uence. An approximate expression for 
the magnitude of the bulk base recombination current increase with 






R = 1.79 predicted ratio of bulk base recombination current in-
crease to collector current decrease for the SF2523 code (1.75 
measured), 
R = 1.85 predicted ratio of bulk base recombination current increase 
to collector current decrease for the 2N914 code (1.81 measured). 
The emitter efficiency was shown to be strongly dependent on current/ 
injection level, improving with increasing current/injection level (be-
low appreciable back injection effects). The base recombination term 
was observed to be independent of current/injection level for low to 
moderate levels and to dominate the d-e common-base current gain degrad-
ation at moderate and high current/injection levels (below appreciable 
"conductivity modulation"and base "widening" effects). The neutron-
induced reduction of the emitter efficiency by an increase in space-
charge region recombination was found to be the primary mechanism 
responsible for current gain degradation over a greater span of current/ 
injection levels than the neutron-induced reduction of the base recom-
bination term. The base recombination term was found to show consider-
able improvement with larger built-in electric field strengths in the 
active base region. Devices with steeply graded base regions and/or 
narrow active base widths when operated at higher current/injection 
levels where the base recombination term dominates current gain de-
gradation were shown to have larger absolute current gains. The common-
base current gain was found to increase with current/injection level 
(below appreciable "conductivity modulation", base "widening", and back 
injection effects) at any particular neutron fluence. The current gain 
was observed to degrade less with increasing neutron fluence at higher 
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current/injection levels. This indicates that any device would exhibit 
a larger absolute current gain when operated at higher current/injection 
levels which would also be more radiation tolerant on a relative basis. 
The magnitude of the average built-in electric field strength in 
the bulk base region was theoretically predicted and experimentally 
observed to increase with neutron fluence. This increase in madnitude 
was not sufficient to 11 offset 11 the neutron-induced degradation of minority 
carrier transport caused by increased recombination in the bulk base 
region. 
The base region model demonstrated good predictions of the test 
devices' operating parameters over the current/injection levels and 
neutron fluences of interest with a typical accuracy of ~50%. The 
base region model has a distinct advantage over empirical models 
which have been determined by data fitting techniques because it is 
based on the various pertinent physical processes of device operation. 
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V. SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER WORK 
A transistor can be physically subdivided into four major regions 
(emitter-base junction, bulk base region, collector-base junction, and 
bulk collector region) each of which, theoretically, can be modeled 
separately. The emitter-base junction has been modeled by many authors 
for both the non-irradiated10- 14 and the irradiated case6-9,16,17,22,26. 
A model has been presented in this work for the bulk base region. 
The collector-base junction and the bulk collector region have been 
modeled15 , 23 ,35- 37 but need further work. It is very important to 
note that all of these models are interdependent and that each one 
specifically depends on the impurity profile of the device39 . The 
various discrete region models can be readily combined in a 11 lumped 
element .. fashion and used to predict the complete electrical operation 
of a device from a knowledge of its impurity profile. Conversely, it is 
possible to specify the desired electrical operating characteristics of 
a device for a given radiation environment and to obtain an optimum 
radiation tolerant impurity profile which would realize the desired 
operation. Work38 is currently in progress at this laboratory by the 
author and his colleagues to develop a computer code to specify the 
optimum device material, geometry, dopant impurities, diffusion 
temperatures, diffusion times, junction depths, and bonding and packaging 
techniques once the input parameters describing the desired electrical 
behavior have been specified. It is hoped that this method eventually 
can be extended to ion implanted devices as well. 
In addition, the anamalous behavior of the base current of test 
devices SF2523 #2340 and 2Nl613 #6131 merit closer attention. Further 
work is needed to determine whether this behavior can be characterized 
and predicted from the device impurity profile, fabrication techniques, 
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APPENDIX A: SOLUTION OF THE ONE-DIMENSIONAL STEADY-STATE 
CONTINUITY EQUATION CONSIDERING BOTH BUILT-IN 
ELECTRIC FIELD AND RECOMBINATION IN A GRADED 
BASE REGION 
1. List of Symbols 
On= electron diffusion constant (cm2/s). 
Dp = hole diffusion constant (cm2;s). 
E(x) = the electric field across the base region (volts/em). 
Jn = the injected electron current density (amperes/cm2). 
JP = the injected hole current density (amperes/cm2). 
k = Boltzmann•s constant (eV/°K}. 
Ln = the electron diffusion length (em). 
n = the excess minority carrier (electrons) concentration for a 
. 3 
p-type base (em- ). 
n(x) = the excess minority carrier (electrons) concentration in a 
p-type base has a function of distance (cm-3). 
np = the fixed electron concentration in a p-type base (cm-3). 
NA(x) = the base region net impurity profile (cm- 3). 
ne = the effective electron concentration at the base side of the 
emitter-base space-charge region (cm-3). 
n = the field strength parameter. 
p = the excess minority carrier (holes) concentration for an n-type 
base (cm-3). 
Pn = the fixed hole concentration in a p-type base (cm-3). 
q = the electronic charge (C). 
T = temperature (°K). 
Al 
'n = electron lifetime (s). 
'p = hole lifetime (s}. 
~n = electron mobility (cm2/volt~s). 
~P = hole mobility (cm2/volt~s). 
VBE = emitter~base bias voltage (volts). 
W = the active base width (em). 
x = a length coordinate (em). 
2. Theoretical Development 
The general continuity equation describing the variation of excess 
minority carrier concentrations with respect to both time and space may 
be written for n and p~type excess carriers, respectively, asAl 
d ~n+n n_ P+l" 
-:n:-t - v • Jn, 
ur. 'n q 
(A-1) 
~ _ -p+pn 1 
at - 'n - q v . Jp . (A-2) 




Choosing to solve for the n-type minority carrier situation (p-type base) 
only since the other will be similar in every respect, and assuming 
constant average mobility and lifetime, equation (A-3) is substituted 




'n P + ~n(Evn + nvE) + Dnv2n 
Since the steady-state case is of interest here, 
dn = 0 dt 




It has been shown by previous authorsAl-A3 that a one-dimensional 
analysis of the continuity equation is adequate provided that the width 
of the base can be considered very small with respect to its lateral 
dimensions. Thus, restricting equation (A-7) to one dimension by 
assuming that current flow is due to diffusion and drift in the x 
direction alone yields 
2 -n(x)+n 
D d n(x) + ~ E ddx(x) + n(x) dE + __ ---Le.p = 0 . 
n dx2 n dx 'n 
By assuming an exponential doping in the base region, the built-in 











Utilizing the Einstein relation, 
(A-10) 
and 
L2 = T D n n n (A-ll) 
along with the result that 
(A-12) 
which follows directly from equation (A-9), equation (A-8) takes the 
form, 
dn(x) _ n-np = 
dx L2 ° · 
n 
(A-13) 
The equilibrium minority carrier concentration will be considered 
negligible in comparison to the injected minority carriers so that 
np << n(x), np ~ 0 . (A-14) 
Introducing the relationA4, 
F _-2kT 
- qE ' (A-15) 
as an aid in obtaining a suitable form of equation (A-13) for solution 
later, equation (A-13} becomesA4 
(A-16) 
and is to be solved subject to the boundary conditions: 





2) n(W) "' 0 . (A-18) 
Making use of Laplace transformsA5 , equation (A-16) takes the form, 
[s 2n(s)- sn(O)- n'(O)] - ~[sn(s) - n(O)] - nt~) = 0 
n 
Collecting terms, 




and introducing the abbreviationA4 , 
gives 
1 1 1 
-==-+-
z2 F2 L 2 ' 
n 
n (s) == sn(O)- (2/F) n(O) + n'(O) 
(s - l/F) 2 - l/Z2 
Replacing s by (s + 1/F), 
Taking the inverse Laplace results in 
n(x) == ex/F {n(O) cosh (x/Z) + [n'(O)- (1/F) n(O)]· 





Applying the second boundary condition, equation (A-18), to equation 
(A-24), 
n(W) = 0 == eW/F {n(O) cosh (W/Z) + [n'(O)- (1/F)n(O)] · 
Z sinh (W/Z)} 
Solving for n'(O) gives 




Combining equations (A-24) and (A-26) yields 
n(x) = ex/F {n(O) cosh (x/Z) + [(n(O)/Z) [(Z/F) - coth (W/Z)] 
- (n(O)/F)] Z sinh (x/Z)l (A-27) 
which simplifies to 
n(x) = n(O) ex/F [cosh (x/Z) - sinh (x/Z) coth (W/Z)] . (A-28) 
Applying the first boundary condition, equation (A-17), yields the 
fi na 1 res u 1 t, 
n(x) = ne ex/F [cosh (x/Z) - sinh (x/Z) coth (W/Z)] · 
exp (qVBE/kT) . (A-29) 
This result is quite similar to that first obtained by KromerA6 
and used by other authorsA2,A7 in frequency dependent parameter studies 
and could be obtained from Kromer's work provided that the time 
sensitive portions were removed by setting the frequency to zero so 
that a steady-state situation would be obtained. Indeed, when this is 
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APPENDIX B: ANALYSIS OF THE DEVIATION OF THE CURRENT-VOLTAGE 
CHARACTERISTICS FROM THE IDEAL SITUATION FOR A RING-
DOT DEVICE 
1. List of Symbols 
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I(r) = total base current as a function of distance from the center of 
the emitter (amperes). 
InB = the total bulk base current component (amperes). 
In8(r) = the bulk base recombination base current component as a function 
of distance from the center of the emitter (amperes). 
In(r) = the neutron-induced space-charge region recombination base 
current component as a function of distance from the center of 
the emitter (amperes). 
Ip(r) = the back injection base current component as a function of 
distance from the center of the emitter (amperes). 
Ip = the total back injection base current component (amperes). 
In = the total neutron-induced base current component (amperes). 
I 8 =the total base current (amperes). 
Ic = the collector current (amperes). 
JnBo = the extrapolated low level current density of the bulk base 
current component (amperes/cm2). 
J = the extrapolated low level current density of the neutron-
no 
induced base current component (amperes/cm2). 
= the extrapolated low level current density of the back injection 
base current component (amperes/cm2). 
= the extrapolated low level collector current density (amperes/cm2). 
k = Boltzmann's constant (eV/°K). 
n = the reciprocal slope term of the neutron-induced base current 
component (n ~ 1.5). 
Ps = the base region sheet resistance (ohms/o). 
q = the electronic charge (C). 
r =radius (em). 
re =emitter radius {em). 
R(r) = the base region resistance as a function of distance from the 
center of the emitter (ohms). 
Rex = the external base resistance (ohms). 
T = temperature (°K). 
V(r) = actual voltage appearing across the emitter-base junction as a 
function of distance from the center of the emitter (volts). 
V8E = the applied emitter-base junction bias (volts). 
v0 =the voltage drop in the external base resistance (volts). 
2. Physical Description 
As has been noted previously81 -83 , the collector current of a 
normal transistor follows an exp[qVBE/kT] dependence over many decades 
of current and then exhibits a "bendaway 11 at high current/injection 
levels84-86 . This 11 bendaway 11 has been found to be caused by "emission 
crowding .. (fringing of the injected emitter current resulting from the 
transverse voltage drop in the base region under the emitter caused by 
the base current flowing radially through the base region out to the 
base contact) and a voltage drop in the external base resistance 
(see Figure B-1}. The base current also exhibits "bendaway .. because 
the current recombining (base current) and the current collected 
(collector current) are proportional to emitted current. 
82 
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Figure B-1. "Emission crowding" for a ring-dot structure. 
83 
Of the several components of base current84- 89 which have been 
previously identifed, only those which flow through the bulk base 
region laterally out to the base contact at high current/injection 
levels can contribute to the transverse voltage drop and, hence, to 
11 bendaway 11 • All components of base current contribute to the vo 1 tage 
drop in the external base resistance but this is generally small at 
moderate current/injection levels in ccxnparison to the 11 em1ssion 
84 
crowding .. effect in the active base region. This eliminates all current 
components of surface origin as well as those which predominate only at 
low current/injection levels leaving only the bulk base component, 
which varies as exp[qV8E/kT], the back injection component, which varies 
as exp[qVBE/kT], and the neutron-induced space-charge region recombination 
component, which varies as exp[qV8E;l.5kT], to contribute to .. emission 
crowding 11 • 
3. Theoretical Development 
11 Bendaway 11 and its relation to collector current and base current 
may be mathematically described as follows 85 . Referring to Figure B-2, 
d • . 85 the transverse voltage drop at any ra 1us, r, 1s 
dV(r) = I(r)[d~~r)] dr 
where, 
dR(r) Ps 
dr = 21Tr · 
( B-1) 
(B-2) 
The base current, I(r), which causes 11emission crowding 11 is comprised 
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Figure B-2. Transverse voltage drop and bias appearing across 
the junction as functions of distance from center of the 
emitter for a ring-dot structure. 
Their differential dependence on voltage may be expressed as: 
dl (r) = J exp[qV(r)/kTJ2nrdr; p . po 
din 8(r) = JnBo exp[qV(r)/kT]2Tirdr; (B-4) 
dln(r) = Jno exp[qV(r)/nkTJ2nrdr. 
Combining equations (B-1) and (B-2) and differentiating with respect to 
r yields 
V11 (r) Ps 1 Ps 
= I I (r) 2nr - r I(r) 2nr . 
Substituting equations (B-1), (B-2), and (B-4) into equation (B-5) 
results in 84- 86 
(B-5) 
vn ( r )~ vI ( r) -p s { [JnBo +Jpo] exp [qV ( r )/kT] +Jnoexp [qV ( r )/nkT] }=0. (B-6) 
Equation (B-6) does not have a closed form solution and has to be 
solved by numerical means 84 (see Appendix C). 
Once V(r) has been determined from equation (B-6) the bulk base 
component may be obtained from 
r 
I 8 = f e J 8 exp[qV(r)/kT] 2nrdr n o n o (B-7) 
the neutron-induced base current component may be obtained from 
r 
I = f e J exp[qV(r)/1.5kT] 2nrdr 




and the back injection base current component is given by 
(B-9) 
The total base current is the sum of the three currents and is given by 
(B-10) 
Using a similar approach, the total collector current is found to be 
r 
Ic = f0 e Jc0 exp[qV{r)/kT] 2nrdr. (B-11) 
Since the total base current is available from equations (B-7) - (B-10), 
the voltage drop in the external base resistance can be computed according 
to the relation84- 86 , 
The applied emitter-base bias voltage is, consequently, 
The I-V characteristics for a given device are now available from 
equations (B-10), (B-11), and (B-13). 
(B-12) 
(B-13) 
In the case when only one of the three base current components is 
present or predominates, equation (B-6) may be generalized to the 
84-86 following form , 
V11 (r) + ]_ v• (r) - p [J exp[qV(r)/mkT]] = 0 , r s mo (B-14) 
which does have a closed form solution. Equation (8-14) with initial 
conditions of, v•(o} = 0, and, V(re} = v8E- VD, has a generalized 
solution85 , 810 which is given by 
V(r) 8mkT-qp J .r
2 
= 2mkT ln[ s mo e]+ V _ v 
q 8mkT-q J r2 BE 0 · Ps mo 
(8-15) 
In equations (B-14) and (B-15) the 11m11 must be chosen to designate 
either the bulk base current component and its related parameters or 
the neutron-induced base current component and its parameters, or the 
back injection component and its parameters. 
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APPENDIX C: COMPUTER SOLUTION OF 11 BENDAWAY 11 IN THE 
PRESENCE OF THREE BASE CURRENT COMPONENTS 
As was indicated in Appendix B, the differential equation (B-6), 
obtained to describe 11 bendaway 11 was found to be intractable and a 
solution using numerical methods had to be soughtCl,C2. Equation (B- 6) 
is rewritten here introducing arbitrary constants for ease in 
manipulation. 
A 
V .. (r) + [1/r] v• (r) -A exp[BV(r)] - C exp[DV(r)] = 0 (C-1) 
where, 
A 
A = Ps[JnBo+Jpo] 
B = q/kT 
' 
A 
c = Ps Jno' 
0 = q/1.5kT 
Cl 
Equation (C-1) is a second order, non-linear differential equation with 
non-linear factors of the form l/r and exp[V(r)] making it very difficult 
to solve using conventional digital computer numerical techniques. 
However, equation (C-1) could be readily programmed and solved on an 
analog computer, but would suffer a corresponding loss in accuracy and 
flexibility which, in view of the present application, would render this 
approach equally impractical. The means chosen to solve equation (C-1) 
with sufficient accuracy and ease in programming was to employ a digital 
analog simulator known as PACTOLUSCJ 
The University of Missouri-Rolla adaptation of PACTOLUSc3, an analog 
simulation program for the IBM 360-50 digital computer, is a description 
of the patch board or block diagram which would be used to solve the 
C2 
same problem on an analog computer. All of the standard analog elements 
are incorporated into PACTOLUS: summing amplifiers, inverters, 
integrators, multipliers, dividers, exponential generators, trigonometric 
function generators, etc.; in addition to many special elements such as: 
dead space, absolute value, bang-bang, special function generators, etc. 
PACTOLUS achieves its flexibility through the large amount of elements 
that a single program can handle. The program is presently limited to 
200 elements (no more than 100 of which can be integrators and no more 
than 3 can be special function generators) the interconnections of which 
the programmer can specify and change at will. PACTOLUS achieves its 
ease in programming because time and magnitude scaling in all but very 
few instances are unnecessary. The most important aspect of PACTOLUS 
is that the solution is available to 10 digits and 5 decimal places (not 
including sign) resulting in accuracy and repeatibility many times 
greater than offered by the best conventional analog computer. 
In order to generate a set of I-V characteristics including the 
11 bendaway 11 region for a given device at a specific neutron fluence, 
equation (C-1) along with the following relations, 
InB G J: e exp[ BV ( r )] rdr, (C-2) = 
In = H f:e exp[DV(r}] rdr, (C-3) 
Ic = K J:e exp[BV(r)] rdr, (C-4) 
~ r ~ (C-5) 
Ip = L J0e exp[BV(r)] rdr, 
Is = InB + In + Ip' 
(C-6) 
VBE = V(re) + RexiB, (C-7) 
where, 
A 
G = 2'1Tps JnBo' 
A 
H = 2'1Tps Jno' 
A 
K = 2Tips Jco' 
A 
L = 2'1Tps Jpo' 
has to be solved utilizing PACTOLUS for the total base current, r8, the 
total collector current, Ic, and the applied emitter-base bias, v8E. 
The PACTOLUS .,wiring lay-out., used in the solution of equations (C-1)-
(C-6) is shown in Figure C-1 (note that there is no inherent sign 
inversion from input to output of PACTOLUS elements as there is with 
their analog counterparts). The identification of the various elements 
and their parameters are explained in detail in reference C-3. A 
portion of the program is shown in Figure C-2 along with a tabulation 
of the required input parameters. 
The basic operation of the program is as follows. Once a device 
is selected, its various pertinent parameters at the neutron fluence of 
interest are entered into the program according to the tabulation in 
Figure C-2. An initial value of V(O) is picked and entered. This 
value can be any voltage in the 11 normal 11 operating range of the device. 
It is best to pick starting values for V(O) corresponding to low 
current/injection levels and then to progressively increase V(O). 
(This proceedure will generate complete current-voltage characteristics 
from low to high current/injection levels because the program naturally 








































BLOCK TYPE INPUT INPUT 2 INPUT 3 
1 I 3 22 10 
2 I 0 1 0 
3 I 1 4 0 
4 I 76 0 0 
6 G 2 0 0 
7 G 8 0 0 
8 E 6 0 0 
9 G 8 0 0 
10 G 0 0 0 
11 G 8 0 0 
12 G 11 0 0 
13 X 12 4 0 
14 I 0 13 0 
15 G 8 0 0 
16 G 15 0 0 
17 X 16 4 0 
18 I 17 0 0 
19 G 2 0 0 
20 E 19 0 0 
21 G 20 0 0 
22 G 21 0 0 
23 G 20 0 0 
24 G 23 0 0 
25 X 24 4 0 
26 I 25 0 0 
27 G 7 0 0 
28 X 27 4 0 
29 I 28 0 0 
30 w 18 14 29 
END 31 + 2 -30 0 
ICPAR Continued 
Figure C-2. Portion of pacto1us program. 
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Figure C-2 Continued 
BLOCK IC/PAR1 PAR2 PAR3 
1 0.0 a b 
2 X 1.0 0.0 
4 c 0.0 0.0 
6 e 0.0 0.0 
7 y 0.0 0.0 
9 g 0.0 0.0 
10 h 0.0 0.0 
11 i 0.0 0.0 
12 j 0.0 0.0 
14 0.0 k 0.0 
15 e 0.0 0.0 
16 m 0.0 0.0 
18 0.0 n 0.0 
19 p 0.0 0.0 
21 q 0.0 0.0 
22 r 0.0 0.0 
23 s 0.0 0.0 
24 t 0.0 0.0 
26 0.0 u 0.0 
27 v 0.0 0.0 
29 0.0 3 0.0 
30 a a bb cc 
TIMES 
INTEGRATION INTERVAL 0.00001000 
TOTAL TIME 0.00500000 
SAMPLE TIME INCREMENT 0.00005000 
END 
OUTPT 
OUTPUT 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 




Figure C-2 Continued 
(g )(h)(b} = Ps [JnBo + Jpo1 
(q}(r}(a} = Ps Jno 
e = q/kT 
p = q/1.5kT 
x = V(O} 
(s)(t)(u) = 2np 5 Jno 
(n}(m} = 2nps JnBo 
(i)(j)(k) = 2np 5 Jc0 
c < (l0-2 )(re) 
(y)(v)(z) = 21Tp 5 Jpo 
aa = bb = cc = Rex 
time = r 
C7 
C8 
(r x 104) VBE (Ip X 104) Oc x 104) ( InB X 104) (In X 104) 
(em) (vel ts) (amperes} (amperes) (amperes) (amperes) TIMExl04 OUTPUT 31 OUTPUT· 29 OUTPUT 14 OUTPUT· 18 OUTPUT 26 
0.0000000 0.70000 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
2.5000000 0.70007 0.00090 0.09026 0.00072 0.00021 
5.0000000 0.70026 0.00351 0.34898 0.00279 0.00083 
7.5000000 0.70059 0.00786 0.77998 0.00623 0.00185 
10.0000000 0.70104 0.01400 1. 38973 0.01110 0.00328 
12.5000000 0.70163 0.02205 2.18754 0.01747 0.00515 
15.0000000 0. 70235 0.03211 3.18595 0.02544 0.00746 
17.5000000 0.70322 0.04437 4.40115 0.02515 0.01025 
20.0000000 0.70423 0.06224 6.17472 0.04931 0.01426 
22.5000000 0.70539 0.07029 7.56893 0.06045 0.01738 
25.0000000 0. 70671 0.09655 9.57895 0.07650 0.02180 
27.5000000 0. 70820 0.12018 11.92320 0.09522 0.02686 
30.0000000 0.70988 0.14768 14.65084 0.11700 0.03264 
32.5000000 0.71174 0.17965 17.82326 0.14233 0.03921 
35.0000000 0.71381 0.21689 21.51776 0.17184 0.04667 
37.5000000 0.71611 0.26039 25.83282 0.20630 0.05514 
40.0000000 0.71865 0.31141 30.89436 0.24672 0.06477 
42.5000000 0.72146 0.37160 36.86612 0.29441 0.07576 
45.0000000 0.72458 0.44315 43.96405 0.35110 0.08832 
47.5000000 0. 72803 0.52896 52.47786 0.41909 0.10278 
50.0000000 0.73188 0.63305 62.80414 0.50156 0.11950 
The last printout gives the total base current component and 
collector current at the emitter base bias of interest because total 
current is defined as the integral of the differential injected current 
over the emitter area. 
Figure C-3. Portion of pactolus program output. 
C9 
giving I8 and Ic at a particular VBE as output. The program is cleared, 
then the various parameters again re-entered, V(O) incremented, and the 
program run again. This is repeated over a range of V(O) such as to 
give a sufficient number of I8 versus VBE and Ic versus VBE points to 
generate an I-V characteristic for a given device over low, intermediate 
and moderate current/injection levels. 
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